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We theoretically investigate the response of optical phase conjugators to incident probe pulses. In the stable
~subthreshold! operating regime of an optical phase conjugator it is possible to transmit probe pulses with a
superluminally advanced peak, whereas conjugate reflection is always subluminal. In the unstable~above-
threshold! regime, superluminal response occurs both in reflection and in transmission, at times preceding the
onset of exponential growth due to the instability.
@S1050-2947~98!06206-4#





















































A variety of mechanisms is now known to give rise
superluminal~faster-than-c) group velocities, which expres
the peak advancement of electromagnetic pulses reshape
material media.
~1! Near-resonant absorption@1,2#. Anomalous disper-
sion in the linear regime of an absorbing medium forms
basis for this superluminal reshaping mechanism.
~2! Reduced transmission or evanescent wave forma
(tunneling) in passive dielectric structures@3–5#. This re-
shaping mechanism has been attributed to interference
tween multiply reflected propagating pulse components
the structure@6#.
~3! Soliton propagation in dissipative nonlinear structur
@7#. Superluminal group velocities can occur in such syste
via nonlinear three-wave exchanges, as in stimulated B
louin backscattering in the presence of dissipation. They a
occur in a nonlinear laser amplifier@8#.
~4! Pulse propagation in transparent (nonresonant) a
plifying media@9,10#. Superluminal pulse reshaping in th
regime has been attributed to either the dispersion@9# or the
boundary reflections@10# of the amplifying medium.
~5! Tachyonic dispersion in inverted two-level media. The
dispersion in such invertedcollectivesystems is analogous t
the tachyonic dispersion exhibited by a Klein-Gordon p
ticle with imaginary mass@11#. Consequently, it has bee
suggested@12# that probe pulses in such media can exhi
superluminal group velocities provided they are spectra
narrow. Gain and loss have been assumed to be detrim
for such reshaping. We note that Ref.@12# describes an infi-
nite medium, and boundary effects on the reshaping have
been considered.
In this paper we establish a connection between opt
phase conjugation and tachyonic-type behavior in a fin
medium. To that end we study the reflection and transm
sion of pulses at a phase-conjugating mirror~PCM!, both in
its stable and in its unstable operating regimes. Similar f
tures in other parametric processes, such as stimulated
man scattering and parametric down-conversion will
treated elsewhere. The dispersion relation ininfinite PCM
media, which allows for superluminal group velocities, w




















superluminal features be observed in the response of afinite
PCM to an incident probe pulse, and how can they be r
onciled with causality?
Pulse reshaping by a PCM has been studied before@14#,
but never in the context of superluminal behavior. We sh
~Sec. II B! that in the well-known stable operating regime
a PCM, superluminal peak advancement can occur in tra
mission but not in conjugate reflection, as was briefly p
sented in Ref.@15#. In the unstable regime~Sec. II C!, we
demonstrate the existence of superluminal peak advance
in both the reflected and transmitted wave response to s
trally narrow analytic probes. Further insight into these p
cesses is gained by spatial wave-packet analysis~Sec. III!.
For sharply timed~abruptly modulated, nonanalytic! signals
~Sec. IV!, the occurrence of spectral components in the f
quency zone where the gain is highest cannot be avoid
These components trigger early exponential growth, whic
independent of the probe pulse shape. In all cases we
velop criteria for the optimization of probe pulse shap
aimed at maximizing their superluminal peak advancem
and, in the unstable regime, the delay of the instability on
Our phase-conjugating mirror consists of a nonlinear
tical medium with a large third-order susceptibilityx (3), con-
fined to a cell of lengthL. Phase conjugation is obtaine
through a four-wave mixing~FWM! process@16#: when the
medium is pumped by two intense counterpropagating la
beams of frequencyv0 and a weak probe beam of frequen
vp5v01d is incident on the cell, a fourth beam will b
generated due to the nonlinear polarization of the mediu
This conjugate wave propagates with frequencyvc5v02d
in the opposite direction as the probe beam~see Fig. 1!.
II. PULSE REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION—
TEMPORAL ANALYSIS
A. Basic analysis
The basic semiclassical one-dimensional equati
describing this FWM process are obtained by su
stituting the total field E(x,t)5(a51,2,p,cEa(x,t)






























4906 57M. BLAAUBOER et al.fer to the two pump beams andp,c to the probe and conju
gate beams, respectively! into the wave equation for a non













Selecting the phase-conjugation terms forPNL(x,t)
5x (3)E3(x,t), assuming the pump beams to be nondeple
and applying the slowly varying envelope approximati
~SVEA! results in@16#









D S Ep~x,t !Ec* ~x,t ! D 50. ~2!
HereEp(c)




coupling strength~per unit length! between the probe an
conjugate wave. The dispersion relation for an electrom










where d5vp2v05v02vc , and k
2 is the squared wave
vector of both the probe and the conjugate waves.
The group velocity]d/]k in the medium can be show
from Eq.~3! to always be larger thanc, the speed of light in
vacuum, and the dispersion relation is therefore of the tac
onic type @see Fig. 2~a!#, analogous to the one for inverte
atoms @12#. Because of the superluminal group veloc
caused by this dispersion, the question arises how w
packets will be reshaped by a PCM. In the early 198
Fisheret al. studied the phase-conjugate reflection of pul
of arbitrary shape at a PCM@14#. No tachyonic effects
FIG. 1. Phase conjugation by four-wave mixing. Solid~dashed,








were found. They distinguished between two different op
ating regimes of the mirror, stable~if k0L,p/2) and un-
stable~if k0L.p/2). In the stable regime, the response
the mirror is always finite and scales with the probe inp
The unstable regime corresponds to the self-generation
conjugate reflection from arbitrarily small probe input, fo
lowed by exponential growth until saturation is reached~due
to depletion!. Recently we predicted the occurrence of sup
luminal advancement of the peak of a suitably chosen in
pulse upon transmission through a stable PCM@15#. Here we
present the full analysis of both the stable and the unsta
regimes and demonstrate the existence of superlumina
fects in both.
In order to study pulse reflection and transmission a
PCM, we use the two-sided Laplace transform~TSLT! tech-
nique introduced by Fisheret al. @14#. The basic approach is
summarized in the Appendix. To begin with, the reflecti
and transmission amplitudes for a monochromatic pro
beam incident on a PCM are given by@Eqs.~A2! and ~A3!,
at x50 andx5L, respectively#
FIG. 2. ~a! Dispersion relation~solid line! in a PCM. The dashed
~dotted! lines correspond to the dispersion relation for the probe~ p!
and conjugate~c! waves in vacuum, andk0[v0 /c. The marked
positions 1–3 indicate the frequency components in the incid
pulses which give rise to the transmitted curves 1–3 in~b!. ~b!
Transmitted probe pulseuEp(L,t)u at x5L for an incoming Gauss-
ian Ep(0,t)5e2at
2
eid0t at x50 ~thick solid line!. The temporal
width ~full width at half maximum! of the incoming pulseD t
[2Aln2/a53.3L/c, the spectral widthDd[4Aa ln251.7c/L, and
k0L51.4. The vertical line indicates the timet tr5L/c needed to






























































Now consider a probe fieldEp(0,t) incident on the PCM at
x50, which satisfies the basic TSLT premise that it d
creases faster than exponentially ast→2` @17#. We obtain
the expressions for the resulting reflected phase-conju
pulse atx50, and the transmitted probe pulse atx5L from
the inverse TSLT~see Appendix!. In taking the inverse
TSLT we separate the singularities ofr cp( is) and tpp( is) in
the right-halfs plane, which give rise to unstable expone
tially growing solutions, from the singularities in the left-ha
s plane, which correspond to stable solutions. The final
pressions for 0,k0 L,3p/2 are
Ec~0,t !5
1
2p i E2 i`
i`




dt8 Ep* ~0,t8! e2s1~ t82t !, ~7!
Ep~L,t !5
1
2p i E2 i`
i`




dt8 Ep~0,t8! e2s1~ t82t !. ~8!
Here,








s15uc k0 cosX1u, ~11!
h152 i c k0 sin
2~X1!/F11 Ls1c G , ~12!
h25c X1 sin~X1!/S L F11 Ls1c G D , ~13!
andX1 is the nontrivial solution of sin(X)56X/(k0 L). In
the second terms in Eqs.~7! and ~8! s1 is the unstable pole
andh1 andh2 are the residues of the reflection and transm
sion amplitudes at this pole. After rewriting the first term
Eqs.~7! and ~8! as a Fourier transform, it is straightforwar
to analyzeEc(0,t) and Ep(L,t) numerically. If k0L,p/2





the second term in Eqs.~7! and ~8! does not contribute.
Hence, the stable regime is defined byk0L,p/2, and the
unstable one byk0L.p/2. We now start by studying puls
reshaping by a stable PCM, and then move on to the unst
regime.
B. Stable regime
Fisheret al. @14# analyzed the phase-conjugate reflecti
at a PCM in the stable regime (k0L,p/2). For a Gaussian
input pulse they found a delay of the peak ofEc(0,t) with
respect to that ofEp(0,t). Here we wish to emphasize that
suitably chosen incident pulse in this stable regime is
shaped in such a way that its peak emerges from the
before the time it takes to travel the same distance
vacuum. The central result, obtained from Eqs.~7! and ~8!
with h15h250, is depicted in Fig. 2~b!.
The condition imposed on the frequencies in the inp
signal for observing the superluminal effect is that th
should be centered away from the gap in the dispersion
lation. The reason for this is that a pulse which is cente
aroundd050 contains positive as well as negative frequen
components whose respective positive and negative gr
velocities interact and compensate in such a way that
superluminal advancement occurs. For a pulse centered
ther up on the dispersion curve@Fig. 2~a!#, however, super-
luminal peak advancement is obtained@at d0.2 c/L, curves
2 and 3 in Fig. 2~b!#. This superluminal peak advanceme
depends on three parameters: the temporal width of the
coming pulseD t , the central frequency of the incomin
pulsed0, and the coupling strength in the mediumk0. By
fixing k0, and varying simultaneouslyD t andd0, the super-
luminal effect can be~numerically! optimized in several
ways. In absolute terms, we find a maximal attainable p
advancement of;0.88L/c. But since this advancemen
even though large, would only be a small effect if the pu
is broad in time, it is also useful to optimize the ratior
5 peak advancement/pulse width. We obtain a maxim
relative peak advancement ofr;0.08. In phase-conjugat
reflection no such superluminal effect appears; the time
which the peak of the reflected signal emerges atx50 is
always later thant50, the time at which the maximum o
the input pulse entered the cell.
C. Unstable regime
We now move on to the unstable regime (k0L.p/2), for
which Eqs.~7! and ~8! haveh1 ,h2Þ0. Figure 3 shows the
reflected phase-conjugate pulse in this regime for an incid
Gaussian centered around frequencyd0.
For d050.1c/L we see that the reflected signal sta
growing exponentially as soon as the incoming pulse reac
the cell. However, for an incident pulse centered aroun
frequency further away from the gap in the dispersion re
tion ~at d0'0.28c/L), the reflected pulse exhibits a loca
maximum before the exponential growth sets in. This pea
clearly advanced with respect to the peak of the incom
signal. Sincek0L is chosen close top/2, the reflected pulse
is greatly amplified@18#.
For large d0, where the dispersion relation becom
asymptotically linear@d56c(k06k)#, the reshaping of the







































4908 57M. BLAAUBOER et al.no longer noticeable for this pulse. In order to optimize t
superluminal response preceding exponential growth,
must thus haved0 small ~for maximum advancement! and
k0L close top/2 ~for maximum intensity and delay of expo
nential growth!.
Just as in the stable regime, we need to optimize th
parameters simultaneously:k0, d0, andD t . One way of do-
ing this is by using the exact expression~7! and analyzing it
numerically, but this does not give much insight into t
interplay between these parameters. Another method i
find an approximation of the exact result, which allows f
an analytical treatment of a certain class of incident pul
and yields quantitatively good agreement with the exact
sult in that case.
In order to obtain such an approximation we consider
conjugate reflection amplitude~4! in the limit d!k0c, cor-
responding to incident pulses with a large temporal ba










The reflected pulse becomes, in this approximation,




and we see that the growth in the unstable regimetm,0
behaves aset/utmu. For spectrally narrow pulses and largek0,
the difference between Eq.~16! and the exact numerical re
sult is found to be,10%.
Taking the derivative ofuEc(0,t)u from Eq. ~16! with re-
spect tot and equating it to zero gives a condition on t
times in which the reflected pulse is maximal (tmax) or mini-
mal (tmin),
FIG. 3. Phase-conjugate reflected pulseuEc(0,t)u at a PCM in its
unstable operating regime (k0L51.7) as a function of time~in units
of L/c) for incident Gaussian-shaped pulsesEp(0,t)5e2at
2
eid0t
with different d0 ~in units of c/L). Curves a, b, and c correspon
respectively, tod050.1, 0.28, and 0.6.uEp(0,t)u ~thick solid line!



















dt8 Im@Ep* ~0,t8!#et8/tm. ~19!
The optimal superluminal effect is found if the reflecte
intensity is large at max and close to zero attmin, and the
separationtmin2tmax is as large as possible. In order to obta
the maximal relative advancement we numerically sc
through the three-parameter space (k0, d0, D t), fixing k0L
and varying the other two parameters simultaneously. Us
Eq. ~17!, this reveals that the reflected pulse is very sensit
to d0 ~for fixed k0 andD t , see also Fig. 3!, and only arises
for incident pulses that are sufficiently broad in time (D t
>20L/c). For signals with broad spectra, the strong infl
ence of frequency components in the instability gap preve
the formation of a discernible pulse response before ex
nential growth sets in. Furthermore,k0L should be close to
p/2, because otherwise the fast onset of exponential gro
masks the reflected pulse. In the optimal case one can fin
advancement of the peak oftmax;10L/c for a pulse of tem-
poral width D t;25L/c. The peak intensityuEc(0,tmax)u;5,
uEc(0,tmin)u;0.1, andtmin2tmax;6 L/c.
The results for transmission of a Gaussian through an
tive PCM are qualitatively the same as for phase-conjug
reflection. The amplitude of the advanced transmitted
sponse is different, but not the values ofd0 andD t for which
it arises. The approximation~14! cannot be used to describ
the transmission in the stable regime, which occurs for lar
values ofd0 than the superluminal response in the unsta
regime. The assumptiond!k0 c is not valid in that case.
III. PULSE REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION—
SPATIAL ANALYSIS
To gain further insight into pulse reshaping by a PCM, w
follow an incoming Gaussian pulse in space. One can t
observe the following stages:~1! the probe wave packet ap
proaches the cell;~2! it propagates as an ‘‘optical quasipa
ticle’’ ~consisting of a probelike part traveling to the rig
and a conjugatelike part traveling to the left! @19# in the cell;
and ~3! the reflected phase-conjugate and transmitted pr
packets leave the cell. We employ again the TSLT of Sec
The reflected phase-conjugate and transmitted probe pu




2p i Eg2 i`
g1 i`
ds hr~x,is! Ẽp* ~0,s! est, ~20!
EpPCM~x,t !5
1
2p i Eg2 i`
g1 i`
ds ht~x,is! Ẽp~0,s! est, ~21!
wherehr(x,d) andht(x,d) are given by Eqs.~A2! and~A3!.
For the setup of Fig. 1, the total probe pulseEp(x,t) now
consists of an incoming probe pulse in the regionx,0, the
57 4909SUPERLUMINAL OPTICAL PHASE CONJUGATION: . . .FIG. 4. Stable regime~below-threshold! reflection and transmission of an incoming probe pulse at a PCM of lengthL ~indicated by
shaded area!. The solid ~dashed! curve in the upper~lower! half of each time plot shows the probe~conjugate! pulse uEp(x,t)u2
@2uEc(x,t)u2#, which is moving to the right~left!. Parameters used ared053 c/L, Dx52.1L, Dd51.3c/L, and k0L51.4. The dashed




















cellprobelike part of an ‘‘optical quasiparticle’’ in the cell (0
,x,L) and a transmitted probe pulse forx.L. The result
is
Ep~x,t !5U~2x!EpPCMS 0,t2 xcD1@U~x!2U~x2L !#
3EpPCM~x,t !1U~x2L !EpPCMS L,t2 x2Lc D ,
~22!
whereU is the Heaviside step function and similarly,
Ec~x,t !5U~2x!EcPCMS 0,t1 xcD
1@U~x!2U~x2L !#EcPCM~x,t !. ~23!
We subtract from Eqs.~22! and ~23! again the contribution
of the singularities that give rise to exponentially growi
solutions, as in Eqs.~7! and~8!, and rewrite them as Fourie
integrals over frequencyd. We then consider an incomin
Gaussian and analyzeuEp(x,t)u2 anduEc(x,t)u2 as a function
of x ~and t! numerically, especially focusing on the intrigu
ing pulse reshaping effects found before: the possibility
superluminal peak traversal times in probe transmission




Figures 4 and 5 show the time evolution of a probe wa
packet incident upon a PCM. The incoming pulseuEp(x,t)u2
is centered around frequencyd0 and its width is given by
~full width at half maximum! Dd[2 A2a ln2, which corre-
sponds to a spatial widthDx5c A2ln2/a. For clarity
2uEc(x,t)u2 is plotted along the vertical axis instead
1uEc(x,t)u2.
Figure 4 depicts the probe transmission and conjugate
flection in the stable regime (k0L,p/2) for an incoming
pulse of spatial width 2.1L, centered around frequencyd0
53 c/L in the frequency domain. These parameters are c
parable to those for curve 2 in Fig. 2, but since we n
consideruEp(x,t)u2 instead ofuEp(x,t)u, the normalization is
different. We see how the probe pulse approaches the ce
t522 L/c. At t50, when the forward tail of the pulse ha
entered the cell, a small reflected phase-conjugate pulse
developed and is traveling simultaneously in the oppo
direction. At t55 L/c, the advancement of the transmitte
probe peak is clearly visible: the position of the peak
xpeak'6 L, whereas it would have been 5L if the pulse had
propagated through vacuum~see dashed vertical line in th
figure!.
In the unstable regime, fork0L.p/2, the instability leads
to an enormous growth ofuEp(x,t)u2 and uEc(x,t)u2 as the
probe pulse enters the cell. For a spectrally narrow pu
c ntered around050, exponential growth sets in immed
ately for the part of the probe that has reached thecatedFIG. 5. Unstable~above-threshold! regime of the PCM: reflection and transmission of an incoming probe pulse. The PCM is lo
between 0,x,L ~see shaded area!. The upper ~lower! half of each time plot shows the probe~conjugate! pulse uEp(x,t)u2





















































4910 57M. BLAAUBOER et al.boundary atx50. For an incoming pulse centered arou
d0;0.3c/L the ‘‘transient’’ behavior is recovered. This i
illustrated in Fig. 5; at 50 the growth of the incoming sig
nal has set in the PCM but, in addition,there is a clear
phase-conjugate pulse with a superluminally advanced p
traveling to the left. At the same time one sees a superlu
nal ‘‘kink’’ in the transmitted probe response; the instabili
prevents the formation of a full Gaussian-shaped transmi
probe pulse for this set of parameters. Thet510L/c time
plot shows the superluminally reflected signal on a lar
scale.
IV. CHOPPED SIGNALS
Analytic Gaussians are of little value as far as informat
transfer is concerned, or to check whether the observed
perluminal effects are in agreement with causality@6,9,20#.
For that purpose, one needs an incoming modulated
chopped signal. Interesting questions then arise: How is
sudden change in the input pulse reflected in the ou
pulse? How are the reflected response and expone
growth in the unstable regime affected by this change?
have already shown elsewhere that for probe transmissio
the stable regime, the edge of a chopped incoming sign
always transmitted causally@15#. Figure 6 shows the trans
mitted probe response in the unstable regime for an incid
Gaussian pulse that is suddenly switched off att50.
We see that the sudden change in the incoming puls
carried over into the transmitted probe response at timetr
[L/c, the time it takes to traverse the cell in vacuum. T
‘‘information content’’ of the pulse is thus transmitted wit
the speed of light, after which the exponential growth due
the instability immediately sets in. Note that the superlum
nal peak advancement of the reflected conjugate pulse
mains, just as for the full Gaussian of Fig. 3. This advan
ment does not violate causality, but is a pulse reshap
effect. The fact that the chopped edge of the pulse is tra







dt8Ep~0,t8! Ln~ t,t8!, ~24!
FIG. 6. Transmitted probe pulseuEp(L,t)u through a PCM atx
5L for an incident Gaussian-shaped chopped pulse~thick solid
line!. Curvesa andb correspond tod050.28 and 0.3, respectively
The parameters used are the same as in Fig. 3 andt tr indicates the




























3@k0c A~ t2t8!22~n1 12 !2t2#22Ann11I 2n11
3@k0c A~ t2t8!22~n1 12 !2t2#1Ann12I 2n13






Here I n are the modified Bessel functions.Ep(L,t) is now
expressed as a sum of integrals, in which thenth term cor-
responds to the contribution after thenth round-trip timet
52 L/c. The advantage of this expression is that it sho
that for an incoming chopped signal, which is sudden
switched on at 5t0, the transmitted response only starts
t5t01L/c, in agreement with causality.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have theoretically studied the reflect
and transmission of wave packets at a phase-conjuga
mirror. Our main findings are as follows.
~a! In the stable operating regime~for k0L,p/2), the
peak of the transmitted signal can exhibit a superlumi
peak-traversal time@15#. The conditions for this effect are
that the incoming analytic probe signal must be spectra
narrow and centered around a frequency sufficiently far aw
from the parametric resonance@d50 in Fig. 2~a!#. The maxi-
mum advancement obtained is;0.88L/c and the maximum
ratio of ~peak advancement! o ~pulse width! is ;0.08. No
such effect is found in the reflected phase-conjugate
sponse, whose peak is always delayed with respect to the
of the incoming probe signal~Sec. II B!. The salient advan-
tage of superluminal peak transmission in this stable reg
is that the output pulse isundistorted.
~b! In the unstable regime~for k0L.p/2), for incident
probe pulses with a temporal width much larger thanL/c, a
pronounced ‘‘transient’’ reflected phase-conjugate respo
develops before the onset of exponential growth due to
instability. This pulse response exhibits a superluminally
vanced peak, both in phase-conjugate reflection and in pr
transmission~Sec. II C!. The advancement and intensity a
maximal fork0L close top/2 and the response is very se
sitive to the central frequencyd0 of the incoming pulse.
~c! We have demonstrated~Sec. IV! that the superlumina
features are observable only for temporally broad anal
pulses, in agreement with the principle of causality, wher
a sudden~nonanalytic! change in the incident probe puls
propagates with the speed of light.
Finally, the question arises as to how these pulse resh
ing effects can be observed. For a realistic PCM, consis
of a cell of lengthL;1022 m, coupling strengths ofk0c
;c/L;1010s21 have been reached, so that tan2(k0L);1




























57 4911SUPERLUMINAL OPTICAL PHASE CONJUGATION: . . .operating regime of this PCM, one needs an incident pr
pulse of width;0.1 ns whose peak is then transmitted w
a superluminal peak transmission time;0.01 ns. To enter
the unstable regime, the PCM has to be operated u
pulsed pump beams. The pump pulses should be l
enough to allow for observation of the ‘‘transient’’ puls
response, but short enough to avoid the instability effe
Since the width of the superluminally reflected and transm
ted response is on the order of;10L/c, nanosecond pump
pulse durations are required.
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APPENDIX: TWO-SIDED LAPLACE TRANSFORM
TECHNIQUE
In this appendix we briefly outline the two-sided Lapla
transform technique introduced by Fishert al. @14#. The
TSLT is defined asF̃(* )(x,s)[*2`
` dt F(* )(x,t) e2st. It is
only valid for functionsF(x,t) that diminish faster than ex
ponentially at timest→2` @17#. Its advantage compared t
the usual one-sided Laplace transform is that it also app
to functions that do not vanish att,0. The starting point of
the analysis is to apply the TSLT to the four-wave mixi
equations~2! with F(x,t)5Ep(x,t) or Ec* (x,t). We then ob-













Ẽc,* ~x,s!1 ik* Ẽp~x,s!50.
Equations~A1! are solved together with the Laplace tran
forms of the boundary conditionsEp(0,t)5F(0,t), where
F(0,t) is an incident probe pulse at the entryx50 of the
PCM medium, andEc(L,t)50, so there is no incoming con
jugate pulse at the end of the medium. The result is
Ẽc~x,s!5hr~x,is! F̃* ~0,s!,
Ẽp~x,s!5ht~x,is! F̃~0,s!,























whereb is given by Eq.~6!.
The reflected phase-conjugate pulseEc(x,t) and transmit-
ted probe pulseEp(x,t) at positionx in the nonlinear me-
dium and timet are then obtained by using the inver




2p i Eg2 i`
g1 i`
ds rcp~ is! Ẽp* ~0,s! est, ~A4!
Ep~L,t !5
1
2p i Eg2 i`
g1 i`
ds tpp~ is! Ẽp~0,s! est, ~A5!
wherer cp5hr(x50) andtpp5ht(x5L). The choice of con-
tour g in ~A4! and ~A5! is in agreement with causality
which means in this case that it is to the right of all t
singularities ofr cp( is) @and tpp( is)]. The singularities in the
right-half s plane give rise to exponential growth ofEc(x,t)
andEp(x,t). The integrals~A4! and~A5! can be evaluated by
taking the contribution of these poles separately and rew
ing the remaining integral as a Fourier integral; see Eqs.~7!
and ~8!.
They can also be evaluated in another way, which is
pecially insightful when considering nonanalytic, chopp
probe pulses~Sec. IV!. To that end we rewrite~A4! and~A5!
as
Ec~0,t !5E dt8 Ep* ~0,t8!Hc~ t,t8!, ~A6!




2p i Eg2 i`
g1 i`
ds rcp~ is! e
2s~ t82t !, ~A8!
Hp~ t,t8!5
1
2p i Eg2 i`
g1 i`
ds tpp~ is! e
2s~ t82t !. ~A9!
In order to evaluate the integral in, e.g.,Hp(t,t8), tpp is first









with a[k0c, h[As22a2, andt52L/c, the round trip time
of the PCM. One can then easily prove that Eq.~A10! is
uniformly convergent, which allows for term by term inte
gration of Eq.~A9!. We use the substitution
s5
ia
2 S uAn 2 Anu D , ~A11!
with
An[S t2t82~n1 12 !t
t2t81~n1 12 !t
D 1/2, ~A12!
4912 57M. BLAAUBOER et al.in which t81(n1 12 )t is the retardation time after (n1
1
2 )
round trips. We then arrive at the result, Eq.~24!.






















3@k0c A~ t2t8!22n2t2 #
22Bn
nI 2n@k0c A~ t2t8!22n2t2 #
1Bn
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